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Ahimsa and The Art of Assisting

Ahimsa, one of the key principles of Ashtanga Yoga, translates to “do no
harm.” Most yoga-related injuries result from either misalignment or pushing
beyond a healthy depth of practice. To identify the boundaries of a student’s
practice, as well as the means by which to shift those boundaries slowly and
safely, teachers require a different form of knowledge than what they hone
leading led classes. 

Caring, intelligent, and thoughtful assists have the potential to give students
a clear, tactile sensation of what a pose should feel like in their bodies.
Intelligent adjustments involve correct alignment, precise intention and an
appropriate level of intensity. 
When combined with effective modifications for individual needs, having
assists supports the students to find versions of each pose that can take their
practice to the next level. 

The Art of Assisting not only comes from one’s own personal practice, but the
understanding that going deeper involves awakening the body’s inner
intelligence. Out of this experience, we as teachers guide others toward a
deeper relationship with the practice itself. The skill to "read bodies" from the
very first moment a student enters is one that is so important for a teacher. 

Our journey to refine those skills and deepen our understanding requires some
time, patience, observation and a keen eye. All the way from reading bodies,
actions in poses, injuries and how to both recognize them and give alternative
approaches and healing modalities. Recognizing what's required for each
individual is necessary to help them develop a sustainable life-long practice. 

Ron & Marla



Modifications & Therapeutic Applications

Students at times may require specific aids or props to help them
with certain challenges they may be facing. Being aware of when
and how to use these practice aids and/or how to modify their
approach to a given pose may be key in helping them to move
forward in their practice. 

Injury Assessment & Management
 

There are some common injuries in the yoga practice that come
up over time such as hamstring pulls or tears, sacroiliac joint
issues, herniated discs, scoliosis, and other structural or functional
issues. In these cases we need tools in both recognizing the
challenge the student has, as well as working with adjustments,
props and alternate exercises that might benefit them to
overcome the injury or limitation.

Content of the trainingContent of the training



Observing Bodies

The ability to keenly observe different bodies is a very specific skill
necessary for yoga teachers to be effective in applying the appropriate
assist, modification and/or prop.

How to Assist and Adjust 

An adjustment needs to be effective, safe and enhance the quality of
breath, alignment and experience of the asana. It is a "training " of your
eye to read bodies and “see” misalignments that can ultimately lead to
injury.

The Importance of Self-practice (Mysore)
 
During the Mysore class component of the training, students will get
individual support in their practice, receiving adjustments to develop
key actions in their bodies, encouraging conscious movement and the
prevention of injuries. Receiving adjustments is also an essential
component of learning to give adjustments; passing along information
that can only be known once it has been felt



 

DAILY SCHEDULE

5 Days 
 

Mornings
Mysore with Ron and Marla

7:30 am - 9:30 am
Including Chanting and Q&A after practice 

 
Assisting Asana Lab with Ron

10 am - 12:30 pm 
 

Lunch : 12:30 - 2 pm

 

Afternoons
Assisting and Injury Lab with Marla

2 - 4 pm 



FOR WHO?
Any Yoga teacher or experienced practitioners. Ask
us if you are not sure whether or not this training is
suitable for you. 

INVESTMENT
560 euros Normal Price 
490 euros Early Bird Price if you register until
May 1st 2023
Including training manual
Payment plans available - Write us if your financial
situation doesn't match the investment required. 

HOW TO REGISTER
Send us an email at info@agora-lisboa.com and we
will send you payment details and registration form

ABOUT RON AND MARLA
If you don't know them already, see their Yoga
biography in the next pages of this flyer. 
. 



ABOUT RON 

Ron Reid has been practicing Yoga for over 30 years and teaching since 1988. He is Former-
co-owner and Director of the Downward Dog Yoga Centre in Toronto, Canada
(www.downwarddog.com)

Ron has studied with Sri K. Pattabhi Jois and Sharath both in India and North America and was
one of the first Canadian teachers to be authorized by Pattabhi Jois. Along with his studies
with his Pranayama teacher Sri Sudhir Tiwari, has also completed an “Advanced Pranayama”
training with Sri O.P. Tiwari from the Kaivalyadhama Institute in Pune, India.

In addition to regular online, he conducts workshops and teacher trainings in Canada, the U.S.,
Europe, the U.K. and Asia, and is becoming a familiar face at various conferences around the
world (since 2000). Ron is one of Canada’s top teachers, approaching teaching in an inspired,
informed and non-dogmatic way. He places the needs of the students ahead of the demands
of the practice. While continuing to teach and practice the ashtanga vinyasa system as a
foundation, he endeavors to blend tradition with innovation, and to balance precision with
grace. Students will find his refined approach to practice both challenging and rewarding.

Ron is also an accomplished musician and composer and performs with his partner
MarlaMeenakshi Joy under their group name “Swaha” (www.swaha.ca).



ABOUT MARLA 

Meenakshi (Marla Joy) is the former co-owner and Director of Downward Dog Yoga Centre. She
first traveled to India in 1988 to study meditation and the philosophy of the Vedas with Swami
Shyam, as well as other learned scholars in the Himalayas. She is a Certified Meditation and Yoga
Philosophy teacher from the International Meditation Institute in Kullu, Himachal Pradesh,
Himalayas, and, along with her studies with her Pranayama teacher Sri Sudhir Tiwari, has also
completed an “Advanced Pranayama” training with Sri O.P. Tiwari from the Kaivalyadhama Institute
in Pune, India.

She has been an international yoga teacher trainer since 1999 (Canada, USA, Europe, The UK and
Asia) in the areas of: Yoga, Philosophy and Sanskrit, Chanting and Meditation, Ashtanga/ Vinyasa
yoga, Restorative Yoga, and Yoga Nidra.

As practicing Shiatsu Therapist since 1990, as well as an Abhyanga Massage Therapist, Meenakshi
has a healing and informative touch. She has been trained in giving channeled readings in: Choose
Love Karmic Readings, Light Weaving Activation, Reiki and is currently in training in Sacred Earth
and Ascension Rituals. She has been studying and performing Indian Classical Odissi dance since
1995, and is very passionate about this form of dance as well as Sacred Temple Dance. 
As a celebrated song-stress, she also leads Kirtan (call-and-response chanting) with her band
SWAHA, with inspired musical compositions with her partner/keyboardist, Ron Reid. She has
produced 5 Cd’s of Sanskrit Devotional chanting.

Meenakshi currently holds retreats and trainings in the Southern zone of Costa Rica, as well as
teaching online on the Zoom platform. www.templeoflight.love


